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SUMMARY

Green’s theorem derived deghosting methods in the space-
frequency domain using a horizontal measurement surface
(M.S.) have been successfully applied to synthetic and field
data. Based on Green’s theorem wavefield separation theory,
this paper derives a 3D source and receiver deghosting formula
for a depth-variable M.S. assuming its topography is known.
In numerical tests, the model has a free surface and one hor-
izontal reflector. We use the Cagniard-de Hoop method to
generate synthetic data on horizontal, inclined, and undulated
measurement surfaces, respectively. Numerical results show
that the current Green’s theorem deghosting formula for a con-
stant depth M.S. remains useful for a mildly depth-variable
M.S.. When the actual M.S. deviates significantly from hor-
izontal, the horizontal M.S. formula produces serious errors
and artifacts whereas the new formula produces an effective
and satisfactory result. While the analysis and tests in this pa-
per are based on nonhorizontal towed streamers, the motivation
(and future work) is for on-shore and ocean bottom acquisition.
Under these circumstances, the deviation from horizontal ac-
quisition can be significant and the ability to accommodate a
variable topography can have a considerably positive impact
on subsequence processing and interpretation objectives.

INTRODUCTION

Deghosting is a long-standing seismic objective and problem
(Amundsen (1993); Robinson and Treitel (2008)). It removes
downgoing events of the recorded field (receiver ghost) and
events first going up from source to air-water boundary (source
ghost). Seismic resolution can be enhanced by removing spec-
trum notches and boosting low frequencies. Also, deghosting
has risen in importance as prerequisites for free surface and
internal multiple removal as well as for the resolution and de-
lineation of imaged-inverted primaries (Weglein et al. (2002)).

The problem of accounting for the amplitude and phase dis-
tortions introduced by the so-called ghost effect was first stud-
ied in the context of sources by Van Melle and Weatherburn
(1953). They showed that by using more than one source
with a delayed firing pattern, it was possible to mitigate the
ghost effect. Based on this, different acquisition techniques
were proposed to achieve deghosting. These techniques in-
clude over/under streamers (Senneland et al. (1986); Posthumus
(1993); Moldoveanu et al. (2007); Özdemir et al. (2008)), ocean
bottom cable (OBC) (Barr et al. (1989)), hydrophone plus
geophone (Carlson et al. (2007)) and multicomponent towed-
streamers (Robertsson et al. (2008); Vassallo et al. (2013)).
Other researchers started from signal characteristics of ghosts
and designed specialized acquisition like single linearly slanted
(Ray and Moore (1982); Dragoset and William (1991)) or
depth-variable streamer (Soubaras et al. (2010)).

Motivated by progress in acquisition, different deghosting the-
ories have developed. A more general and physically complete
method of deghosting was provided using Green’s theorem.
Weglein et al. (2002) and Zhang et al. (2005, 2006) first de-
veloped that methodology and it was tested successfully by
Zhang (2007). The first test on field data was reported by May-
han and Weglein (2013). Tang (2014) analyzed the impact of
acquisition on deghosting. For on-shore preprocessing, Wu
and Weglein (2015a,b; 2016a,b) derived elastic Green’s the-
orem wavefield separation methods in pressure and displace-
ment space, and extended and applied it to on-shore and ocean
bottom acquisition. Lin andWeglein (2016) studied the signifi-
cance and impact of incorporating a 3D point source in Green’s
theorem deghosting. Zhang and Weglein (2016) studied 2D
receiver deghosting in the space-frequency domain using a
depth-variable tower streamer. The Green’s theorem prepro-
cessing methods are consistent with inverse scattering series
(ISS) wave theory methods that do not require subsurface in-
formation (Weglein et al. (2003)). As pointed out by Weglein
et al. (2003), every ISS isolated-task subseries requires (1) the
removal of the reference wavefield, (2) estimation of the source
signature and radiation pattern, and (3) source and receiver
deghosting, and the ISS has a nonlinear dependence on these
preprocessing steps. Green’s theorem can offer a number of
useful algorithms (see e.g. Zhang (2007); Mayhan (2013))
by choosing different reference medium to achieve different
objectives (e.g. deghosting or P0/Ps separation).

As pointed out by Mayhan and Weglein (2013) and Weglein
et al. (2013), deghosting methods derived from the Green’s the-
orem are wave-theoretic algorithms that can be defined in the
frequency-space domain, and in principle can succeed with ca-
bles of any shape (e.g., slanted). Themain purpose of including
a nonhorizontal measurement surface (M.S.) is to accommo-
date on-shore and ocean bottom acquisition where deviation
from horizontal acquisition can frequently occur. Therefore,
based on Weglein et al. (2002), Zhang (2007) and Zhang and
Weglein (2016), we derive a 3D source and receiver deghost-
ing formula in the space-frequency domain for a depth-variable
M.S., assuming the topography of M.S. is known. In numer-
ical examples, we test the impact of assuming a horizontal
M.S. (when M.S. is not actually horizontal) on deghosting and
accommodation of a nonhorizontal M.S. using the new depth
variable cable formula.

THEORY

Receiver side deghosting
Green’s theorem derived seismic processing methods employ
a model of the world that consists of a reference medium
and sources (Weglein et al. (2003)). If we choose the ref-
erence medium to be a whole space of water (Figure 1b),
whose property is the same as the actual medium (Figure 1a)



along the measurement surface, the differences between the
reference medium and the actual medium can be described as
sources (Figure 1c) ρ, corresponding to the ’source’ function
or inhomogeneous driving force term(s) in a differential equa-
tion governing propagation in the reference medium. There
are three sources required for the actual medium and exper-
iment in Figure 1a, using a reference medium in Figure 1b.
These three sources are the airgun ρairgun, the air perturba-
tion ρair , and the earth perturbation ρearth , respectively, and
ρ = ρair + ρairgun + ρearth .
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Figure 1: (a) Actual medium and experiment, (b) refer-
ence medium, and (c) three sources overlaid on the reference
medium.

According to theLippmann-Schwinger equation, the totalwave-
field at a location r can be expressed as,

P(r;ω) =
∫
∞

ρ(r′)G+0 (r, r′;ω)dr′ (1)

=
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∞
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+
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ρear thG
+
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Here G+0 (r, r′;ω) is a causal Green’s function for the ho-
mogeneous whole-space reference medium. Each of the three
sources generates an outgoing wave (corresponding to the three
terms of the right hand side of equation (1)), propagating
straight away from the source point to the field point. Choose
an enclosed volume V ′ that is bounded by surface S′ (as shown
by the dashed surface [- - -] in Figure 2) whose bottom surface
is the measurement surface (M.S.) and whose top is an infinite
hemisphere. It was shown by Weglein and Secrest (1990) that
the Green’s theorem derived surface integral,∮

S′

[
P(r′;ω)∇r′G

+
0 (r, r′;ω) −G+0 (r, r′;ω)∇r′P(r′;ω)

]
· dS′ (2)

represents the contribution to the wavefield at any location r
inside the volume V ′, due to sources outside the volume V ′.
Here dS′ is the surface element of S′ at r′ whose direction is
outwards normal to S′. Since the chosen volume V ′ encloses
the air and the airgun, the outside contribution only comes
from ρearth beneath the M.S.. At any point r = rg within
V ′, the integral in equation (2) gives the contribution of the
total field due to the source outside ρearth . That contribution∫
ρearthG+0 dr′ is always propagating away from every point in

ρearth and is always upgoing. If, in addition, the output point
r = rg in equation (1) is chosen below ρairgun (and hence
below ρair ), then

∫
V ′ (ρair + ρairgun)G+0 dr′ is downgoing

at that point r inside V ′ and below ρairgun. For that type of
output point, the

∫
ρearthG+0 dr′ is both the contribution to the

field in V ′ due to ρearth and the portion of field at r that is
upgoing.

Therefore we can achieve receiver deghosting at rg in terms
of up/down separation (Weglein et al. (2002); Zhang et al.
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Figure 2: Configuration for receiver side deghosting.

(2005)),

PRd (rg ;ω) (3)

=

∮
S′

[
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+
0 (rg, r′;ω) −G+0 (rg, r′;ω)∇r′P(r′;ω)

]
· dS′

Here PRd means receiver deghosted data. We can prove that
the integration over the hemisphere goes to zero as its radius
goes to infinity, using Sommerfeld radiation condition. Hence,

PRd (rg ;ω) (4)

=

∫
S′g

[
P(r′;ω)∇r′G

+
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]
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Notice that both pressure and its normal derivative are needed.
When the M.S. is horizontal, formula (4) reduces as below,

PRd (xg, yg, zg ;ω) =
∫
S′g
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′
g (5){
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}
When the M.S. has some lateral variation in depth, meaning

z′g is a function of x′g and y′g, formula (4) reduces as below,
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∫
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where Σ =
√

1 + (
∂z′g
∂x′g

)2 + (
∂z′g
∂y′g

)2.

Source side deghosting
To further removes the source ghosts at rg, source deghosting
is needed. Zhang (2007) and Mayhan (2013) explained the
source deghosting in detail. Here we just introduce it briefly
in three steps. The first step predicts the received data at rg
corresponding to energy sources at different r′s on a horizontal
surface S′s , using Formula (4). This is shown by Figure 3a,
where the black arrow (↗) represents the source ghosts that
remains after receiver deghosting. The second step based on
source-receiver reciprocity exchanges the locations of energy
sources and receiver (as shown by Figure 3b). In this way,
source ghosts up-going (↗) at the energy sources in Figure 3a
are now receiver ghosts down-going (↙) at the "receivers". The



third step predicts the "receiver" deghosted data (↖) at rs =
(xs, ys, zs ) (as shown by Figure 3b), with a second application
of formula (5) as expressed by the formula below,
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Figure 3: Principle of source side deghosting. (a) Firstly do
receiver deghosting for multi sources, and then (b) after ex-
changing source and receiver, do "receiver" deghosting again.

PSRd (xs, ys, zs, xg, yg, zg ;ω) =
∫
S′s

dx′sdy
′
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}

PSRd represents the deghosted data that has no source or re-
ceiver ghosts. Since this wave goes downward from rg and
gets upward to rs , PSRd (xg, yg, zg, xs, ys, zs ;ω) is equal to
PSRd (xs, ys, zs, xg, yg, zg;ω) based on reciprocity. There-
fore, formula (4) and formula (7) together predict the source
and receiver deghosted data at rg. In numerical examples be-
low, we will compare deghosting results using formula (5) and
formula (7) with results using formula (6) and formula (7).

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Velocity model is shown in Figure 4. It has a free surface and a
horizontal reflector at the depth of 50m. Below there are three
numerical examples that generate total wave on respectively
(1) horizontalM.S. and then do deghosting (using formula (5)
and formula (7)),
(2) inclined M.S. and then do deghosting, with assuming that
the M.S. is horizontal in deghosting (using formula (5) and
formula (7)), and
(3) undulatedM.S. and then do deghosting, with firstly assum-
ing that the M.S. is horizontal in deghosting (using formula (5)
and formula (7)) and with accommodation of the topography
of M.S. in deghosting (using formula (6) and formula (7)).

Flat measurement surface
Figure 5a shows the total wave generated at constant depth 35m.
We can see the primary, free surface mutiple and ghosts inter-
ferewith each other, especially at far offset. Figure 6a shows the
deghosted data predicted at 15m depth using formula (5) and
formula (7). We can see clearly two events of opposite polarity
which are the primary and free surface multiple, respectively.

Inclined measurement surface
Figure 6b shows the deghosted data predicted at 15m depth,
using data generated on 2◦ M.S. but assuming it’s horizontal
M.S. in deghosting (using formula (5) and formula (7)). We
can hardly see any difference between Figure 6a and Figure 6b.

1500m/s

1000m/s

Free surface

Reflector depth: 50m

Source depth: 10m

Figure 4: Velocity model and source position. The source is at
10m depth. The horizontal reflector is at 50m depth.
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Figure 5: Data generated by the Cagniard-de Hoop method.
(a) Horizontal M.S. at depth of 35m, and (b) undulated M.S.
with minimum depth of 25m and maximum depth of 45m
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Figure 6: Section of deghosting data predicted at 15m depth.
(a)M.S. is actually horizontal, (b)M.S. is 2◦ inclined, assuming
it’s horizontal in deghosting, (c) M.S. is undulated, assuming
it’s horizontal in deghosting, and (d) M.S. is undulated, with
accommodation in deghosting
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Figure 7: Traceplot of deghosting data predicted at 15m depth.
(a) Traceplot (offset=300m) comparison of actual primary and
free surface multiple (generated by the Cagniard-de Hoop
method) at 15m depth ( ), deghosted result (Figure 6a) using
total wave generated on horizontal M.S. ( ), deghosted result
using total wave generated on 1◦ inclined M.S. assuming it’s
horizontal in deghosting ( ) and deghosted result (Figure 6b)
using total wave generated on 2◦ inclined M.S. assuming it’s
horizontal in deghosting ( · · · ), and
(b) traceplot (offset=300m) comparison of deghosted result
(Figure 6a) using total wave generated on horizontal M.S.
( ), deghosted result (Figure 6c) using total wave generated
on undulated M.S. assuming it’s horizontal in deghosting ( )
and deghosted result (Figure 6d) using total wave generated on
undulated M.S. with accommodation of the M.S.’s topography
in deghosting ( · · )

To see clearly the effectiveness of Figure 6a and Figure 6b so
that we know the impact of the inclination of M.S., Figure 7a
show the comparison in one trace between perfect deghosted
data generated by the Cagniard-de Hoop method (which is
primary and free surface multiple) and actual deghosted results
that assumes horizontal M.S. in deghosting. We can see the
deghosting result ( ) using actually horizontal M.S. is very
close to perfect. This means the deghosting method itself for
actually horizontal M.S. (formula (5) and formula (7)) is very
effective. Also we can see the result using 1◦ inclined M.S. (
) deviates only a little from it ( ) and the result using 2◦

inclined M.S. ( · · · ) just deviates a little more. This means
that although the assumption of horizontal M.S. in deghosting
can bring deviation from perfect deghosted data, such deviation
is very slight when the M.S. is close to horizontal.

Undulating measurement surface
Figure 5b shows the total wave generated on periodically un-
dulated M.S. with miminum depth 25m and maximum depth
45m. And undulation period is 40m. Figure 6c shows the
deghosted data predicted at 15m depth, assuming horizontal
M.S. in deghosting (using formula (5) and (7)). We can see
many periodical artifacts. Figure 6d shows the deghosting re-
sult that accommodates the topography of M.S. in deghosting
(using formula (6) and (7)). Almost all artifacts disappear and
the result is close to Figure 6a.

Figure 7b compares the trace (offset=300m) of Figure 6a, Fig-
ure 6c and Figure 6d. We can see the result ( ) using
formula (5) and (7) fails when the M.S. has obvious undula-
tion. In contrast, with accommodation of the topography of
undulated M.S., the result ( · · ) using formula (6) and (7)
retains the effectiveness of result ( ) of which the M.S. is
originally horizontal.

CONCLUSIONS
The Green’s theorem source and receiver deghosting algorithm
is developed and tested for depth-variable towed streamers.
This is relevant for ocean bottom preprocessing when the ocean
bottom is nonflat, and for on-shore preprocessing since the
earth’s surface can have significant lateral variability. Numeri-
cal examples show that if data are acquired on a non-horizontal
measurement surface (M.S.), the constant depth assumption
can provide effective deghosting results when the M.S. is close
to horizontal. If theM.S. deviates significantly fromhorizontal,
the conventional deghosting method that assumes a horizontal
M.S. may lead to an inaccurate result. In the latter case, the
Green’s theorem deghosting formula proposed in this paper
can provide effective deghosting results, by incorporating the
topography of the M.S.. This is important for subsequent pro-
cessing including multiple removal. This step, the Green’s
theorem deghosting for towed streamer data, can be extended
and utilized for on-shore and ocean bottom acquisition, where
the M.S. can at times be far from horizontal.
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